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Baer Invariants and the Birkhoff-Witt Theorem 
I’. J. IIrccrss 
1. ISTROIHJCTIOS 
The 1lirkhof-f Witt theorem asserts that, under certain conditions on a Lie 
algebra :I1 (over a commutative ring K), the graded algebra associated with 
the enveloping algebra of 52 is canonically isomorphic with the symmetric 
algtbra of the underlying module of M. It then follows that M is cmbcddcd 
in its enveloping algebra. It is known that not all Lie algebras are so embedded, 
but the theorem has been proved in the following cases: 
(i) when M is a free /i-module, for any H (Xrkhoff [I], Witt [7]); 
(ii) when K is a Dcdckind domain, for any 1%’ (I,azard [5], Cartier [2]); 
(iii) when R is an algebra over the rationals, for any M (Cohn [3]). 
These conditions refer only to the module structure of M, and we aim to 
give a unified treatment in which the I,ie product on M and the enveloping 
algebra of M are eliminated from the discussion at an early stage. They are 
rcplaccd by a homological invariant f?(M), defined for an arbitrary module M, 
which depends only on the tensor algebra of iXr and is one of the Raer in- 
variants defined for algebras by Fr6hlich [4]. The vanishing of B(M) implies 
the Hirkhoif-1Vitt theorem for all I,ie algebras with underlying module M, 
and we shall show that B(M) 7 0 in the three cases mentioned above. In fact 
the condition B(M) -- 0 is necessary and sufficient for the validity of a closely 
rclatcd cmbcdding theorem for “IA structures over AZ” in “associative 
structures over 32.” The definition of these concepts is our starting-point. 
2. I,rri STRIX'I'URES ANII fkSOCInTIvE STRljCTL?RES 
Ixt R bc a commutative ring (with identity) and let M be an R-module. 
\Ve denote by II‘(M) -- GnaO (GTL M) 1 1 t t 1~ ensor algebra of &’ and identify lv 
with the homogcncous part of 7’(39) of degree 1. (All tensor products are 
taken over I-? unless othcrwisc stated). ‘The canonical map from 1’(M) to the 
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symmetric algebra S(M) h as as kernel the ideal of T(M) generated by all 
commutators xy - yx (x, y  E M). We denote this kernel by K(M); it is a 
homogeneous ideal of Z’(M). 
If  we consider K(M) as a T(M)-bimodule, it is generated by the commu- 
tators xy -yyx, and these satisfy some obvious relations which we use as 
axioms in the following definition. A Lie structure over the R-module M is 
a T(M)-bimodule A together with a bilinear function M @ M + A (denoted 
by x @ y  M (x, y)), satisfying the axioms: 
(Ll) (x, x) = 0 (X E M); 
(L2) (x, y) t(uv - VU) = (xy - yx) t(u, V> (x, y, u, z, E M, t E T(M)); 
(L3) ((x, Y)Z - Z(? Y)) + ((Y, z>x - X<Y, x>> 
+ (CT X)Y - YG, x>) = 0 (x, y, z E M). 
It is easy to check that K(M) is a Lie structure with (x, y) = xy - yx. 
So is T(M) with the same definition of (x, y}, and other examples will occur 
below. 
As with Lie algebras, one can easily obtain Lie structures from similar 
associative structures. We define an associative structure over M to be a 
T(M)-bimodule B together with a bilinear function M @ M + B (denoted 
by x @ y  w (x, y)) satisfying the associative law: 
(4 (x> Y>Z = X(Y, 4 (x, Y, 2 E M). 
Then B becomes a Lie structure over M if we define (x, y) = (x, y) - ( y, x). 
Axioms (Ll) and (L3) are obviously satisfied. Axiom (L2) need only be 
checked when t = zlxa ... z, (zi E M), and in this case axiom (A) implies 
(x, Y) XlZZ ... X&V = xyzlxz ... zn(u, v), from which (L2) follows easily. 
For any given module M there is a universal Lie structure L(M) over M 
which can be described as follows. L(M) ’ g 1s enerated as T(M)-bimodule by 
symbols (x,y>, one for each pair of elements X, y  of M, and has defining 
relations (LI), (L2), (L3) together with the relations that assert the bilinearity 
of the function (,). This L(M) is characterised up to isomorphism by the 
universal property: if (A,((,))) is any Lie structure over M then there is a 
unique morphism L(M) + A of T(M)-b imodules such that (x, y} tt((x, y>) 
for all X, y  E M. 
There is also, of course, a universal associative structure over M, but we do 
not need a special notation for it since it can easily be identified. In T(M), 
the ideal M2T(M) = ana (0” M) is an associative structure over M with 
(x, y) = xy, and we have 
THEOREM 1. M2T(M) is the universal associative structure over M. 
Proof. Let (B, (,)) be any associative structure over M. Forj > 2 we can 
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mapOjMtoBbytherulex,Ox,O...Oxi~(xl,xz)x,...xisincethe 
latter is an R-multilinear function. This gives a map fl : APT(M) --f B which 
is clearly a homomorphism of right T(M)-modules and maps xy to (x, y). 
To show that it is also a left T(M)-homomorphism it is enough to show that 
yrya ... J’~(x~ , XJ xs ... xi = (yi , ys) ya ... yTtxl ... xj , (yl. , X, E M), and this 
is a consequence of the associative law for B. The map 8 is unique because the 
elements .~y (x, y  E M) generate APT(M) as T(M)-bimodule. 
It is unfortunately not always true that K(M) is the universal Lie structure 
over M. Indeed, it is precisely when K(M) z L(M) that we can prove the 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem for Lie algebras on the module M. The proof of this 
theorem given in the next section is essentially that of Lazard [.5], with some 
simplifications made possible by the axiomatic approach. 
3. THE BIRKHOFF-WITT THEOREM 
Suppose that we are given a multiplication M @ M -+ M (x @ y  H [x, y]) 
which makes Ma Lie algebra over R. The elements (x, y) = xy - yx - [x, y] 
of T = T(M) (x,y~M) g enerate a (non-homogeneous) ideal J, and the 
quotient algebra E = T/J is the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra M. 
The filtration TO C Tl C T, C ... of T given by T, = GiGn (@ M) induces 
filtrations of K = K(M), S = S(M), J and E as follows: K, = K n T, , 
S, = (T, + K)/K, Jn = J n T, , & = (T, + J)/ J. E is then a filtered 
algebra and we denote by G = Onal (En/EnP1) the associated graded algebra. 
The homogeneous components of G are 
E,/E,el z (T, + J)/(T,-l + J) zz T&T, n CT,-1 + JN EZ W(T~-I + Jnh 
Now ,!! is itself graded with homogeneous components 
and it is clear from the definition of J that T,-, + Jn 3 T,-, + K, . We 
therefore have canonical surjections a, : &j&-r + E,/E,-l with kernels 
( T,-l + Jn)/(TnP1 + K,). These give the canonical surjection (T : S + G 
which is in fact the algebra homomorphism induced by the canonical map 
from M to the (commutative) algebra G. If  u is an isomorphism we say that 
the Lie algebra M has the Birkhoff-Witt property, and this is clearly equiv- 
alent to the condition 
Jn C Tn-, + K (n > 1). (1) 
THEOREM 2. If  (K(M), xy -y ) x is the universal Lie structure over M 
then every Lie algebra on M has the Birkhoff- Witt property. 
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Proof. Following Lazard, we introduce modules Jcn, (n > 1) which 
consist of those elements of J that are most obviously in 7;, , namely 
1~~) = C (T,(x, y) T, 1 x,y E M, r j- s -m= n -- 2). Then j(r) = 0, Jcz) is the 
R-module spanned by all (x,y) = xy yx - [x, y], and J(r) C Jc2) C ... 
c J(n) c ... C J. Also Jcn, C J,z , and un jtn, = J. We write 12, = jcn)/Jcn-r) 
(n >, 2) and form the graded R-module A -= @71aa --I, associated with this 
new filtration of J. Since Jc,!,M + MJtn, C J(ni.r) , il has the structure of a 
T-bimodule with ,4,M +- K4, C &+r . Also, (x, y) t J(a) = A, for all 
x,y EM. 
LEMMA. (A, (,)) is a Lie structure over M. 
Proof. (Ll): this is trivially true since (x, x) = [x, x] = 0 in M. 
(L2): let w = (x, y) t(uv ~ vu) - (xy - yx) t(u, v}, where x, y, u, v  E IV, 
and where t E T is homogeneous of degree ?z. Then, calculating in A, we have 
w E An+, since (x,y) E A, and (u, V) E A,. But if we calculate in Jtn+4) we 
find that 
w = (x3 Y> WA vi + cu, 4 - KG Y> + [4 Yl> t(% v> 
= (XT Y> t[u, VI - Lx, Yl t(u, v>, 
and this lies in Jc~+~) since [u, v] and [x, y] lie in M. Hence w = 0 in A, and 
(L2) follows for all t by linearity. 
(L3): let x, y, x E M, and put 
Then, calculating in A, we have u E A, . On the other hand, calculating in 
J(a) , if we replace (x, y) by xy - yx - [x, y], we obtain 
u = {[x, ylz - x[x, yl> -k {CY, XIX - X[Y, 4 + ax, XIY - Yh 4, 
the other terms cancelling. Now [x, y] E M, so ([x, y], a) E Jcz) , that is, 
Permuting x, y, 2 cyclically and adding, we therefore have u E Jc2) by the 
Jacobi law in M, and this means that u = 0 in A. The lemma is now proved. 
To prove the theorem we use the hypothesis that K(M) is the universal 
Lie structure over M to obtain a morphism 6’ : K + A of T-bimodules 
sending xy -- yx to (x, y) for all x, y  E M. We claim that 0 is an isomorphism. 
For let 6, denote the R-linear map which sends any element of T to its 
homogeneous part of degree n. It is clear from the definition of Jcn, that S, 
maps Jcn, into KrL and therefore induces a map 
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The maps Sz combine to give a map 6 : A ---f @ (J&J&-r) = K which sends 
(x, y> to xy - yx (x, y  E M), and it is easy to check that 6 is a morphism of 
T-bimodules. Since A and K are generated as T-bimodules by all (x, y) and 
all xy - yx, respectively, we see that 8 and 6 are inverse isomorphisms. In 
particular, 8: : J(n)/J(n-l) -+ K,/K,-, is an injection and it follows that every 
element of fen, not in JtnP1) has leading term of degree exactly n. Since 
(Jn Jcn, = /, this implies that Jtn) = J n T, = J,, for all n. But 
J(n) C Kn + Tn-, t so we have established the condition (1) which is equiv- 
alent to the Birkhoff-Witt property. 
4. LIE STRUCTURES OVER FREE MODULES 
Before investigating Lie structures over arbitrary modules M we need 
to know the situation for the special case when M is free. Our next theorem, 
combined with Theorem 2, gives a new proof of the Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
in this case. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a free R-module. Then every Lie structure (A, (,)) 
over M can be embedded in an associative structure (B, (,)) over M so that 
<X? Y> = (x, Y> - (Y, 4. 
Proof. Let A be a given Lie structure and put B = A @ S(M). We shall 
show how to make B an associative structure with the required property. 
Let X be a basis for M over R and take a fixed total ordering < of X. If  
xi E X we denote by ti its image in S(M) = S. Then S has a basis 
consisting of all products ,$,(a ... t, (n > 0), where the xi are in X and 
x1 < x2 , < ... < xn . 
We make B a T-bimodule as follows. The action of T on A is to be the 
given action. To define the action of T on S we need only define maps 
MOS+B (m@a+mo) and S@M+B (a@nz+am) such that 
(ma)n = m(an) for all m, n E M, u E S. Since M is free we can define xu and ay 
arbitrarily in B for x, y  E X and u a basis element tit, *a. <, of S, and we need 
only check that 
(xu)y := x(uy) (2) 
in this case. So let CJ = EIEz ... &, (&vi << x2 ,( .*p < CC, in X) and let [, 7 be 
the images of x, y  in S. We define 
xu = x 0 u + &T, UY = ooy + 07, 
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where [a, 07 are products in S and x 0 u, u 0 y  are the elements of A defined by 
xou = c Xl% '.' xi--l(x, x-^i)xi+l .'. x, ) 
Zt<Z 
(5 0 y = c x1x2 ." xi-l(xi ) y)xi+l ... x, ) 
Zi>Y 
with the convention that x 0 1 = 1 oy = 0. (These definitions are just an 
imitation of the operations in the associative structure T(M) in terms of the 
splitting T(M) =y K(M) + S(M)). Since (&~)7 = ((~7) in S, equation (2) is 
equivalent to 
([u) oy - x(u oy) = x 0 (07) -~ (x 0 u)y. (3) 
To simplify the notation, let 7 = &r7 (product in S), and rename x, y  and 
x1 , x2 ,..., x, so that 7 = 7rrlz ... 7r with yr < yz < ... < yr (k = n + 2) 
and x = yr , y  = ys (Y f  s). Then u = (7r7a ... 7k)P9, where the sub- 
scripts P, 9 denote that the factors with subscripts Y, s are to be omitted. Also 
[U = (7172 e.3 rllz)$ and UT = (7r7a .*. 7*);. Writing E~,~ = 0 if r < s and 
%S = 1 if Y > s, the left hand side of (3) becomes 
(Ed “Y - 4, or> = C4Y1 ... Y5dYi 9 Ys)Y5+1 .‘. Y7Js 
5 
--YT c Eis(Y1 ... Y5dY5 9 Ys)Y5+1 ... Y&J ’ 
5itr 
The terms j f  r in the first sum appear in the second sum with yT moved to 
the left hand end. This move can be accomplished by adding terms containing 
commutators yiyr - yryi and possibly (~5 , Y,> yr - yT(yj , YJ. We 
therefore have ([u) o y  - x(u 0 y) = U + V + W, where 
(The notation in V’ is not meant to imply that i < j). Similarly, the right 
hand side of (3) is U’ + V’ + W’, where 
U’ == Ers( y1 ..’ YdYr ! Ys)Ys+1 ... Ydi > 
J”= -C CG~js(Y1 “‘Yi-1<Y~tYi)Yi+l “‘Yj-1(YjYs -YsY5)Yj+l .*‘Yk)FS* 
i*s i#r 
5#i 
W’ = C ErjCjcJ y1 ... Y5-JYS(YT ,Y5> - (Y, ,YJYs)Y5+1 ..’ Y&Q. 
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Now I’ = V’ by axiom (L2) in A. Also, by axiom (L3), 
W-W’= c (yl ... Y+I(Yi<Ys Y YJ - (Ys 9 YJYJYj+1 *** Y&3 
s<j-cr 
= %S{(YI -*. Yr-ICY3 I Y,)Yr+, ... Yrh 
- (Yl *** YdYs ,YJYs+1 **. YkM 
= i-J’-u 
since (Ll) implies that ( yS , yr) = -(yr , y,). Thus equation (3) is satisfied 
and B is a T-bimodule. 
Now for x, y  E X we have 
i 
47 if x <Y 
x17=‘y= &+(x,y) if x >,Y* 
(4) 
We may therefore define (x, y) = xr] = f y  for x, y  E X, and extend linearly 
to the whole of M. Then B is an associative structure over M since the 
equation (x, y)z = x(y, z) is R-multilinear and is a special case of (2) when 
x, y, z E X. Finally, (x, y) - (y, x) = XT - y[ = (x, y) by (4) when 
x, y  E X, and the equality holds for x, y  E M by linearity. 
COROLLARY 1. If M is a free R-module then K(M) is the universal Lie 
structure over M. 
Proof. Let (A, (,)) be any Lie structure over M and embed A in the 
associative structure B as above. By Theorem 1 there is a map 0 : M2T(M) + B 
of T(M)-bimodules sending xy to (x, y) for x, y  E M. Since (x, y) - (y, x) == 
(x, y) E A, 0 induces a map of T(M)-bimodules K(M) + ,4 sending xy - yx 
to (x, y). 
Using Theorem 2 we now obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Every Lie algebra over R whose underlying module is free 
has the Birkhofl- Witt property. 
5. BAER INVARIANTS OF TENSOR ALGEBRAS 
We now introduce two invariants of a module M analogous to the in- 
variants [F, FJ/[F, R] and (R n [F,F])/[F, R] for a group presented as a 
quotient F/R of a free group. In Frohlich’s notation [4] they are D,V(T(M)) 
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and 11, L’( T(M)), where U and 1’ are the functors on algebras associated with 
the variety of commutative algebras: ( :( 7’(.11)) S(M), I,‘( T(M)) -- K(M). 
1T:e recall briefly their definition and nrain prolxrtics. 
WC start with a short exact sequence of li-modules 
with .I’ projective, and we make identifications so that Q C I’ C 7’(P). Then 
w-e have a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
where 0 is the ideal T(P)(i7’(1’) of T(P) g cnerated by Q, and ,O* is its image 
in S(P). 1 .et W be the set of words 
ZLQX) - ZCi(.W, x2 )...) x,,) X,X” ... s, JSi , xi.+ ,I sj(2 ... s,, 
(n > 2, 1 :g i :< 11 . . I), where [a, h] denotes, as always from now on, the 
additive commutator ab--bu. I f  the xi take values running through I’ then IV 
generates K(P) as additive group. Let IV be the set of derived words 
w;(x, y) q(x -; y) - q(x). I f  th e P, run through I’ and the jr run 
through 0, IV generates (as additive group) an R-module %. CYearly the 
image of any such element wi(p. q) in 7’(.1il) or in S(P) is 0, so % C K(P) n 0, 
and it is not difbult to check that in fact % [7’(P), Q], the ideal of T(P) 
gencratcci by all [t, (11 (f c 7’(P), q EQ). 11-e u-rite E?(/lT) (K(P) n Q)‘Z and 
c(M) K(P),/%. (‘l’hesc are respectively I), 1!7’(M) and U,, 1’7’(:14)). 
SOW K(P), Q are 7’(P)-himodules and K(P)Q OK(P) C % (because (1.g. 
P,P, .‘. [Pi 1 Pi,,1 ... Y ‘..P,, is of the form ~i.(p, q)). IIencc 1j(i11) and C(M) 
are T(M)-bimcdulcs, and we have an exact sequence of ‘f’(U)-himodules: 
0 f  R(M) -F C(M) - f  K(M) ----f 0. (6) 
As the notation suggests, H(M) and (‘(M) depend only on M and not on its 
presentation (5). 1’0 see this directly, let 0 F 0’ + 1” .r M -+ 0 he another 
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presentation of A4 with P’ projective. Then there are R-linear maps u, u.+ 
making the following diagram commute: 
The map T(o) : T(P) + T(P’) is an algebra homomorphism and sends g 
into Q’. Also, since K(P) and Z are defined by algebra words, T(o) sends 
K(P) into K(P’) and 2 into 2’. Hence u induces maps B(M) --f R’(M) and 
C(&‘) ---f C’(M) (in the obvious notation). Similarly, there is a map 7 : P’ ---f P 
inducing maps in the opposite direction. It is enough, therefore, to show that 
if p : P -+ P induces the identity map on M then it induces the identity map 
on B(fl2) and on C(M). Rut this is clear since if u E K(P) then u is a sum of 
elements w,(p) (pj E P), and so up ~ u = C (wi(pp) ~ w,(p)) E Z (because 
~,~p ~ pj E Q). A similar argument with I, replaced by an arbitrary map of 
R-modules shows that B and C are functors from R-modules to R-modules. 
\Ve now show that C(M) = K(P)/2 is a I ,ie structure over M in a natural 
way. \Ve have already shown that C(M) is a T(M)-bimodule. We also know 
that R(P) is a Lie structure over P with respect to the operation 
[x,y] :- ,xy -y,~ (x,-y E P). Suppose that x = x’ (mod Q) and y  = y’ 
(mod Q). Then [x, y] = [x’, y’] (mod Z), so for [, q E M we may define 
[[, 711 E C(M) = K(P)/Z to be the image in C(M) of [x,y], where x,y E P 
have images [, q in 144. The axioms for a Lie structure hold in C(M) over M 
because they hold in K(P) over P. 
THEOREM 4. For any R-module M, (C(M), [,I) is the universal Lie structure 
OVEY M. 
Proof. Let (r2, (,)) be any Lie structure over M. In constructing C(M) 
we may choose P to be a free R-module, and in this case we know (Theorem 3, 
Corollary 1) that (K(P), [,I) is the universal Lie structure over P. Nom 21 
can be viewed as a Lie structure over P vin the map 0 : P + M of the presen- 
tation, so there is a unique map n : K(P) + &4 of T(P)-bimodules sending 
[.Y, y] to (x0, ye) for all x, y  E P. I f  xi , x3 ,..., x, E P then 
Hence, for q1 , q2 ,..., qn E _O, (zi(x $ q) - zoi(x))a = 0, i.e. 2 C Ker (Y. Thus 
e induces a map /3 : C(M) : K(M)/Z-+ A sending It, 71 to ([, 7) for all 
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4,~ E M. It is easy to see that ,B is a morphism of T(M)-bimodules, and it is 
unique since the [x, y] generate K(P) as T(P)-bimodule and therefore the 
[[[, T]] generate C(M) as T(M)-bimodule. 
The canonical maps C(M) --FL(M) g iven by this theorem form a natural 
equivalence of functors C ru L. We may therefore write L(M) for C(M) from 
now on, and we have the exact sequence 
0 + B(M) -+ L(M) + K(M) + 0 (6’) 
for all R-modules M. Clearly this gives an exact sequence of functors 
O+B-tL+K+O, and combining it with O+K--tT-tS-+O we 
obtain the exact sequence of functors 
O+B+L-+T+S+O. (7) 
THEOREM 5. For any R-module M the following are equivalent: 
(i) B(M) = 0; 
(ii) (K(M), [,]) is the universalLie structure over M; 
(iii) every Lie structure over M is embeddable in an associative structure 
over M. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the exact sequence (6’) 
(which is a consequence of Theorem 4). 
(ii) 3 (iii). Let (A, (,)) b e any Lie structure over M and let A, be the 
T(M)-bimodule generated in 11 by the elements (x’, y) (x, y  E M). If  (ii) holds 
then there is a unique morphism 01 : K(M) + ~1 of T(M)-bimodules sending 
[x, y] to (x, y}. The kernel D of 01 is a T(M)-bimodule, i.e. an ideal of T(M). 
The algebra A * = T(M)iD is an associative structure over M and the Lie 
structure A, s K(M)/D is embedded in it. To extend this to an embedding 
of il itself is a trivial matter. Any T(M)-bimoduie containing A* is also an 
associative structure over M, so we need only form the fibre coproduct of il 
and A* with respect to the embeddings A, --f A and A, + A*. It is clear that 
(x, y) goes to xy-ye in the resulting embedding of A. 
(iii) 3 (ii). I f  (iii) holds then th e universal Lie structure L = (L(M), (,j) 
is embeddable in an associative structure (L*, (,)) so that (x,y) - (y, X) = 
(x, y>. By Theorem 1, there is a morphism of T(M)-bimodules 
01: M2T(M) --) L* sending xy to (x,y), and this induces a morphism 
p : K(M) + L sending xy - yx to (x, y). Clearly p is inverse to the canonical 
map L(M) + K(M), so K(M) r L(M). 
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6. MODULES WITH B(M) = 0 
Our main rest& is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 5: 
THEOREM 6. If B(M) = 0 for the R-module M then the Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem holds for all Lie algebras over R with underlying module M. 
To show that this theorem contains the known results quoted in the 
introduction we now look for conditions on the R-module M which ensure 
that B(M) = 0. 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a$xed commutative ring and let M be any R-module. 
(i) If M is R-projective then B(M) :== 0. 
(ii) If M is uniquely divisible as Abelian group (i.e. M is a rational vector 
space) then B(M) = 0. 
(iii) If M is a direct sum of cyclic (i.e. one-generator) modules then 
B(M) := 0. 
Proof. Let 0 --,O + P + M+ 0 be a presentation of M with P pro- 
jective. Then, in the notation of Section 5, B(M) = (K(P) n g-)/Z. Item (i) 
is clear since if M is projective we may take P = M and ,Q = 0. To prove (ii) 
and (iii) we first observe that K(P), Q and 2 are homogeneous ideals of T(P), 
so it is enough to take u E K(P) n g h omogeneous of degree n(n > 2) and show 
that u E 2. Now the symmetric group <v7, acts on the homogeneous part 0” P 
of T(P), and if r E Yn , u E 0% P, then u - UT E K(P). JL’Ioreover, if u E &, 
then u - un is a sum of elements of type p,p, *..p,-,[p, , q]~~+~ “.p, or 
Pl **. PidPi Y Pi+,1 P,+z e-v q .“P, , where p, E P and 4 E ,O. All such elements 
are in Z, by definition, so u - UT E Z whenever u E Q n 0% P. On the other 
hand, if u E K(P) and is homogeneous of degree n then u is a sum of elements 
of the form v  - VT, where 7 E Yn is a transposition. Hence CnsSP UT = 
c lrsyn (VT7 - VT%) = 0 in this case. Thus, for any u E & n K(P) n”gy P, 
we have n!u = CneYe (u - UT) E 2. Th’ IS s h ows that B(M) is always a torsion 
group. It is graded by degree: B(M) = @ B%(M), and n!B”(M) = 0. 
Suppose now that M is uniquely divisible. Then for each integer k > 0 
we have an isomorphism k : M -+ M (x N kx). Since B is a functor this 
induces an isomorphism B(k) : B(M) + B(M) which in dimension n is multi- 
plication by k”. Taking k = n! we see that P(M) = (n!)n B%(m) = 0, which 
proves (ii). 
To prove (iii) we suppose that M =: GzEX Mz , where JIJz = R/I, is 
cyclic, and we take P to be the free R-module on X with the obvious map 
P ---f M. Then Q is spanned by certain elements of the form Xx, where h E R 
and x E X. We take a fixed total ordering < of X and denote by S* the 
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R-submodule of T(P) spanned by all products x’rxz .+. .x~~ with xi E X and 
x1 c, .x2 . . ... < s, (n 3 0). Then there is an R-linear map 0 : I’(P) -+ S* 
which sends any product of X’S to be the product of the same x’s in correct 
order. The kernel of 0 is exactly K(P). Suppose now that u E g n 0% P. ISecausc 
of the special form of our presentation WC have u = ui + U, $- ... -I- uk 
where each ui is still in & and is of the form Ax,x, ... s, with X E R and 
.x1 ) x2 )..., 3i;z E X. Then u,0 = ujmri for some vi E YiL, so ui ~- ~~0 -= 
ui ~ uinTTi E 2, as we have already shown. Hence u - ~0 E 2. If  now 
u ES n K(P) n 0% P then ~0 = 0, and we have u E % as required. 
COROLLARY. If R is the direct sum of a$nite number of fields OY is an algebra 
over the rationals then B(M) = 0 f OY all R-modules M. If  R is a principal ideal 
domain then B(M) = 0 for all finitely generated R-modules M. 
We can extend this last result by general arguments as follows. 
THEOREM 8. If  (M,} is a directed system of R-modules, and M = lim M, , 
then B(M) = 5 B(M,). 
+ 
Proof. The exact sequence of functors (7) gives rise to a directed system 
of exact sequences 
0 - B(MJ -+L(M,) - T(M,) - S(M,) - 0. 
Since lim is an exact functor for R-modules, we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
0 - 5 B(MJ + %L( M,J d ~ lim T(MJ --+ lim_ S(M,) + 0 
1 1 A 1 T 1 0 
O---t B(M) + L(M) + VW - S(M) --0 
with exact rows, the limits in the upper row being taken in the category of 
R-modules. It is enough, therefore, to show that A, 7, u are isomorphisms. 
We give the proof for A; the other cases are proved by similar “general 
nonsense” and are in any case well known. 
L, ::: L(MJ is the universal Lie structure over M, . Its structure is given 
by canonical maps M, @ 144, ---f I,, , L, @ AZ, ---f L, and MU @L, + L, 
satisfying axioms (Ll), (L2), (L3). I f  8 : MU-+ MD is R-linear then 
B* = L(B) : L, ---f L, is obtained by viewing L, as a Lie structure over M, uia 
the map 8. It is therefore not only R-linear but is compatible with the 
structure maps, that is, for X, y  E M and a EL, we have (x, y) 8* =: (~0, ~6, 
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(UX) 8* = (&*)(x0) and (XU) B* = (~8)(aO*). Hence, writing A = kL, , 
the structure maps of the various L, induce maps 
&@1lz=lirfl(M,6?JM,)+A, A @J M = lim (L, @ MJ ---f fl 
and M @ A - A. The axioms (Ll), (L2), (L3) carryzer to the limits since 
each axiom involves only a finite number of symbols and therefore each 
instance of it is implied by the corresponding axiom for some pair M, , L, . 
Thus A is in a canonical way a Lie structure over M. If  now A is any Lie 
structure over M then A can be viewed as a Lie structure over A&. Hence 
there is a unique morphism of Lie structures L, ---f A for each 01. These induce 
a unique morphism A --j A of Lie structures over M which, in the particular 
case A = L(M), is the map A. The standard argument for universal objects 
now shows that h is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY. I f  R is a principal ideal domain then B(M) = 0 for all 
R-modules M. 
Finally, we consider change-of-ring arguments. If  R’ is a commutative 
R-algebra and M is an R-module then M’ = M OR R’ is an R/-module and 
we may form its Baer invariant as such. We write Bg(M’) to indicate that 
we are calculating with R’-modules. 
THEOREM 9. If  the R-algebra R’ is flat over R then B,,(M OR R’) = 
B,(M) OR R’. 
Proof. The argument is similar to the one given for direct limits. Since R’ 
is flat over R we have, for any R-module Man exact sequence of R’-modules 
0 - BR(M) @ R’ + L,(M) @ R’ + T,(M) @ R’ - S,(M) @ R’ -+ 0. 
R R R R 
We write M’ = M OR R’, L = L,(M), L’ = L,(M) @R R’. The structure 
maps for L : M OR M+L, L 6~~ M-+L, M &JR L +L induce R’-linear 
maps M’ @JR, M’ + L’ etc. which clearly make L’ a Lie structure over M’, 
and it is easy to check that L’ is then the universal Lie structure L&M’). 
Similarly, we may identify T,(M) 6JR R’ with T,(M) and SR(M) OR R’ 
with S,,(M’), and the theorem follows. 
In particular, the local R, at a prime ideal p of R is flat over R (see, for 
example, Kagata [6], p. 19). Writing M, for M mR R, we therefore have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 1. For any R-module M and any prime ideal p of R, 
BR (MJ = (B,(M)), . Hence BR(M) = 0 if and only if BR,(Mp) = 0 fey all 
p&e ideals (OY all maximal ideals) p. 
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Since the local rings of a Dedekind domain are principal ideal domains, the 
corollary to Theorem 8 now gives 
COROLLARY 2. If R is a Dedekind domain then B(M) = 0 fey all R-modules 
M. 
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